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Technology Innovation Clusters are the KEY Drivers
of San Diego’s Regional Economic Growth

echnology-driven innovation companies have largely led San Diego’s
recovery from the worst recession in
more than 70 years. These companies
outpace the rate of growth over the rest
of the regional economy. Moreover, the
gains are growing and traded clusters
increasingly determine San Diego’s economic fortunes.
Growth has been particularly robust for
the R&D segment of tech sectors which
has seen employment increase in some
sub-segments by more than 50 percent
over the past decade.
Comparatively, San Diego exceeds other
metro areas in fostering diversified technology segments. Whereas most metro
areas have two or three areas of technology concentration, San Diego indicates strength in 7 of 8 core clusters,
providing stark evidence for the success
of local economic development strategies emphasizing diversification.
Technology industries disproportionate
impact/higher value add to the San Diego economy
Technology sectors not only lead in proportion of San Diego jobs added, but
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relative number of companies created
and total payroll wage gains. Technology
company payrolls increased 7.1 percent
in 2014, higher than the overall increase
of payrolls at 5.2 percent; excluding tech

sectors, payrolls otherwise increased
just 4.7 percent.
As of 2014 technology companies accounted for 6.9 percent of San Diego
employers, 11.1 percent of payroll jobs,
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and 22 percent of total wages. The average annual wage of workers employed
by technology companies in San Diego
($114,300) is 2.3 times more than the
average among non-tech based companies at $49,700.
The number of technology companies in
San Diego (with payrolls) number 6,975,
employing 147,290 workers. While tech
businesses increased 7.3 percent between 2013 and 2014, the number of
jobs rose only 2.7 percent. This illustrates the start-up nature of San Diego’s
tech economy as new companies generally begin with fewer employees. By comparison, establishments overall in San
Diego increased 1.3 percent but employment rose 2.6 percent.
In 2014, technology companies generated an estimated $48.8 billion in
sales, with 147,300 jobs and
total payrolls of $18.1 billion.
The direct economic impact contributing to San Diego’s $208
billion economy was $25.6 billion or 12 percent of the region’s gross domestic product
(GDP). Considering indirect and
induced effects the total impact
rises to $45.2 billion, 22 percent of all economic activity in
the region.
Including direct, indirect and
induced effects indicates 27 percent of
San Diego’s total employment depends
upon tech based businesses, their
spending and payrolls.
San Diego’s wide diversity of technology
endeavors
“Scientific research and development
services” are the single most valuable
sector of San Diego’s technology based
industries. This primarily encompasses
biotechnology and pharmaceuticals efforts, but parts of computer/electronics, software, and
defense industries as well. Altogether San Diego’s R&D sciences generated $9.0 billion in direct sales, $7.4 billion of economic value, and 31,200 jobs
with $6.2 billion payrolls.

ment cutbacks of defense
expenditures during the
1990s caused employment to
plummet locally by more than
one-half, decimating this sector that had led San Diego’s
economy for most of the past
century.

shows these sectors have emerged as
San Diego’s leading technology sector.
Over the past decade, steady growth of
jobs among biotech related endeavors
led to this rising above communications,
software and defense/transportation.
While defense and transportation
(primarily aerospace and shipbuilding)
had historically dominated San Diego’s
technology industries, federal govern-

At the same time, other sectors began to emerge creating
a much wider mix of technology endeavors including telecommunications, computer
and electronics, software, and biotechnology. Defense/transportation also bottomed in 1995 and began somewhat of
a recovery with the “War on Terror” ramp
up following the “9/11” attacks. Production of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
as well Navy shipbuilding led this rise.
Computers and electronics reached a
peak of employment in San Diego during
the year 2000, but have since declined

Wireless telecommunications is
second with $5.7 billion in
sales, $3.0 billion of economic
impact, and 8,031 jobs with
$699 million payrolls.
The combination of biotechnology and pharmaceuticals and
biomedical device sectors
www.nusinstitute.org
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by half as of 2014.
Environmental technology R&D, and
recreational goods production
(primarily golf equipment) are other
significant technology driven sectors.
Recreational goods peaked in 1998
and have since been in slow decline as
well. Environmental tech employment
has barely moved. On the other hand,
tech consulting shows significant
growth more than tripling over the past
decade.
Comparisons of metro area technology
strengths
Comparing other major metropolitan
areas across the nation reveals how
strongly and diversely concentrated
San Diego’s tech economy has become. A common way to measure the
economic concentration of an industry
within an area is the “Location Quotient” (LQ). An LQ above 1.0 indicates
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the area has a higher concentration of the industry
than average for the nation. The higher the LQ the
greater the presence of the industry within a local
economy. (See Appendix B for explanation of how
Location Quotients are derived.)
Among the nation’s 25 largest metro areas, San Diego stands alone as the most diverse technologically
concentrated region. Comparing eight general categories for technology employment as defined by NAICS industries, only San Diego had seven technology
concentrated sectors. Both San Francisco and Seattle follow with five each.1 Most major metro areas
indicate just 2 or 3 general areas of technology concentration.

“Among the nation’s 25 largest metro
areas, San Diego shows the highest
diversity of technology concentration.”
LQs above 2.0 indicate an even greater concentrations of an industry within a region. Four San Diego sectors
have this higher level of LQ, including “computer and electronic product manufacturing”, “pharmaceutical and medicine
manufacturing”, “medical equipment and supplies”, and most
prominently “physical, engineering and biological research”.
San Diego’s wide diversity of technology pursuits is a significant strength for the regional economy. Not being overly dependent upon just one or two sectors provides much more
stability and greater economic potential.
For example, whereas the San Jose metropolitan area has
exceptional strength in computers and electronics (with unusually high LQ of 14.3), the metro shows little concentration
among other tech sectors. No indication of transportation

manufacturing (0.0) is shown and below average for pharmaceuticals and environmental consulting.
Even in the one area where San Diego is below average for
transportation equipment manufacturing, the LQ (0.94) is only
slightly below average, and not statistically different from the
national mean. In fact the LQ for shipbuilding jobs specifically
is considerably higher at 4.69 with San Diego having the third
most shipbuilding jobs in the nation. The LQ for aerospace
employment is also relatively high at 1.52. Where San Diego
falls short under the broad category of transportation manufacturing is auto vehicles and railroad equipment production.
The highest area for technology employment concentration in
San Diego is physical, engineering and biological research
(NAICS: 54171), with the 4th highest number of workers in the
nation. The LQ employment
concentration of 5.55 is exceptionally high. Furthermore, with annual average
wage of $176,824 per worker, the wage LQ is highest
reported across the nation
at 7.19. (Estimated employment and wage data is
based upon unsuppressed
establishment and higher
level NAICS sector data.1)
Pay gains among workers in
this sector are particularly
impressive with the recession appearing to have little
effect on the steady rise in
payroll wages. Already nearly
double the average for all
wages in 2004, scientific
research wages rose 118
percent over the decade,
compared to average 33
percent increase of all wages. As of 2014, scientific
research jobs pay more than
three times the San Diego
average for all jobs.
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National recognition of San Diego’s technology strengths
San Diego’s prowess in innovation and
diversity of technology-oriented industries is nationally recognized. The Kauffman Foundation’s entrepreneurship.org
describes San Diego as having “built an
entrepreneurial ecosystem around the
unlikely combination of wireless, digital
medicine, bioscience, action sports and
military contracting.”2 Advances in technology created entirely new growth industries including e-commerce, online
information services, mobile communications, and greater advances in medical research.
The Miliken Institute also regarded San
Diego as 7th in the nation according to
their criteria for leading high-tech metro
areas. San Diego was cited as “an important high-tech center with the world’s
most geographically dense biotech cluster, an enviable position in telecom hardware and services, and strong representation in several fields.”3
Milken goes on to note that “San Diego’s
biotech network is a closely knit and
wide range of member institutions and
endeavors. Prominent research facilities
include The Scripps Research Institute,
the Salk Institute for Biological Studies,
the Burnham Institute, and the University of California San Diego. These research institutes and firms receive a
disproportionate share of NIH funding,
National Science Foundation basic research funding, Small Business Innovation Research Awards, and Small Business Technology Transfer awards in biotech research. San Diego is home to
large biotech firms such as Amylin Pharmaceuticals and many mid-sized and
start-up firms. Qualcomm is a key player
in the communication chips area, while
AT&T also has a major presence in telecommunications undertakings.”4
While stating the ideal weather as supplied by the sun as a major benefactor,
entrepreneur.com further says “Befitting
something powered by a star, San Diego’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is powerful and diverse. Because the city has
transformed itself since World War Two,
it’s not beholden to legacy industries
and ‘that’s the way we’ve always done it’
thinking. Military R&D, Qualcomm and
the research on Torrey Pines Mesa help
the city stay abreast of new business
possibilities. San Diego also is helped by
entrepreneurs’ willingness to help each
other and collaborate on areas of mutuwww.nusinstitute.org

“San Diego’s significant diversity
and strength of technology
endeavors is a powerful driving
force for the regional economic
prosperity and provides
immense possibilities of further
innovation and growth.”
al interest.”
On the negative side, San Diego does
have to contend with California’s business-unfriendly regulations and taxes.
It’s also a very expensive place for new
college graduates to live and start businesses. The startup support network
must work to stay relevant to young entrepreneurs.”5
Conclusions
San Diego’s significant diversity and
strength among technology endeavors is
a powerful force driving the regional
economy. Technical diversity is particularly advantageous as technologies converge. For example, the merging of telecommunications with biomed diagnostic
equipment and computer and electronic
monitoring systems has immense possibilities and advantages with each of
these technology clusters having strong
concentrations in San Diego. This region’s diversity provides immense
strengths and possibilities for further
technology innovation and growth.
Appendix A: Measuring San Diego technology industries
For purposes of this report, technology
industries are defined as knowledgebased sectors in leading-edge research,
innovation, and development of those
technologies. The sectors are defined by
businesses involved in development and
production of technical equipment, communications, and/or advanced technological services. Specific technology clusters encompass:
Biomedical products
Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals
Communications
Computers and Electronics
Defense and Transportation
Environmental technology

Number of firms, payroll jobs, and total
wages are defined under specified North
America Industry Classification System
(NAICS) codes as determined under in
Quarterly (and Annual) Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW). The QCEW
is produced by the California Employment Development Department (EDD) in
conjunction with methodological reporting of employment and wages by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
covering 98 percent of all employment
and wages in the U.S. Technology sectors were determined according to San
Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) “cluster” definitions in conjunction with CONNECT, and further refined in collaboration with the National
University System Institute for Policy
Research.
Employment data are based upon California EDD’s Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) data defined by North America Industrial Classification System (NAICS). In instances
where EDD suppresses data, we have
interpolated estimates using state-wide
figures of employment, assuming the
share of employment among industry
categories are similar to statewide ratios.
Appendix B: Location Quotient measurement of industry concentration
Location Quotient is an analytical statistic measurement of a region’s industrial
specialization relative to a larger geographic unit (usually the nation). LQ is
computed as the industry’s share of the
regional total for an economic factor
(earnings, employment, etc.) divided by
the industry’s share of the national total
for the same statistic. For example, an
LQ of 1.0 in accommodation means the
region and the nation are equally specialized in a specific industry; while an
LQ of 1.5 means the region has a much
higher concentration than the nation.
Conversely, a measurement below 1.0
Location Quotient formula:
(San Diego sector ÷
San Diego total)
——————————————————
(U.S. sector ÷ U.S. total)
LQ>1.0 San Diego has higher concentration of production or employment than
national average.

Software

LQ=1.0 San Diego has the same share of
regional production or employment as nation.

Other Technical Consulting Services

LQ<1.0 San Diego has lower concentration.

Recreational goods
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means the region has a lower
concentration. This can reveal
what makes the region unique
in comparison to national averages.
LQ are also an indication for
industries that export goods
and services out of the region
and bring more wealth back
to the area. Industries that
produce more within the region than the national average in theory produce more
goods or services than the
region alone consumes. Thus,
industries export the excess
product out and therefore
bring in or increase the region’s wealth. Essentially, LQ
shows export-strength of the
local industry.
————————————
1Among
industries not suppressed by Bureau of Labor Statistics and state agency disclosure standards. Data is suppressed because of confidentially
promised to employers that report business operations.
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Dashboard Observations– June 2015
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he San Diego stock
index continued generally upward momentum reaching a new high
in June 2015, nearly
doubling over the past
five years. The index of
locally headquartered,
publicly-traded companies is up 15 percent in
just the past year.
The unemployment rate
also continued to improve reaching a seasonally adjusted rate of
5.0 percent in June, the
lowest rate in San Diego
in nearly eight years.
After stumbling a bit
towards the end of
2014 and early in 2015,
residential construction
appears to have revived
in more recent months.
Despite the one month
dip in June, the number
of units authorized for
construction is up 27
percent over the year.
New business certificates issued by the City
of San Diego totaled
1,482 in June, and appear to be accelerating
in 2015. The number issued as of June are
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up 38 percent over the past year.
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National University System Institute
for Policy Research (NUSIPR) is a nonpartisan organization that formulates
and promotes high quality economic,
policy, and public-opinion research so
as to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of local governments in San
Diego County.
NUSIPR does not assume any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any infor-
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mation contained herein. NUSIPR
expressly disclaims all warranties
(whether express, implied or statutory)
and liability to the maximum extent
permitted by law in relation to the
content hereof. The opinions expressed are the personal views and
opinions of the authors. Any copying,
redistribution or republication of the
San Diego Economic Ledger, or the
content thereof, is strictly prohibited.
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